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Understanding
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Financial Wellness

Financial wellness is “the ability to have a healthy
financial life”(Forbes). Whether saving for short-

The Financial Resilience Problem

term goals such as a holiday or long-term goals
such as retirement, many find it difficult to stop
living in the present and make the necessary
behavioral changes to achieve their goals.
Fortunately, a new wave of Personal Financial

Nearly six in ten (57%) UK adults have savings

Coaches (PFCs), banking apps and financial

of less than £5,000(1)

educational tools help users to manage their
money more effectively.
When looking at the statistics for money
management there is clearly a need in the market
for both advice: detailing what consumers need to
do in order to achieve their goals and coaching:
helping them to adopt behaviors that enable them
to achieve their financial wellness goals.

16%
Only 16% of UK adults rate themselves as
highly knowledgeable about financial matters(1)

(1) FCA - https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/research/financial-lives-consumers-across-uk.pdf
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“40% of US citizens don’t
have enough savings
to cover an emergency
expense of $400.”
Federal Reserve(2)

(2) ABC News - https://abcnews.go.com/US/10-americans-struggle-cover-400-emergency-expense-federal/story?id=63253846
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The Open Banking opportunity

Open Banking’s data-first approach creates an opportunity for banks to aggregate account information
across multiple providers. Applying PFC components then helps consumers to gain a holistic view of
their finances and the steps they need to take to achieve their goals. There are several use cases and
opportunities for applying Open Banking’s data-first approach:

Retail Banking Use Cases

Opportunity

Account aggregation

Link all accounts; track expenses; set and plan savings goals;
self-administration

Peer-to-peer payment service

Mobile money transfer directly from account

Consumer-to-business payments

Point-of-service money transfer directly from account

Products cross-selling (banking)

Identify leads for lending or investment products

Products cross-selling (non-banking)

Identify leads for insurance and utility offers

Lifestyle offerings

Enable payments and services beyond payments; offer
alternative payment methods on bank’s platform

Identification and authentication services

Provide digital identity, e.g., for secure login to tax
department

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Open Banking as an enabler for FinTech collaboration
Customer

Mobile Money

Digital Channels

Payments / Wallets

Social Trading

Front End

FX Transfer

Automated Investment

Product Factory

Personal Lending

Risk

Infrastructure

SME Lending

PFC
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Customer Profiles
The most successful PFCs don’t build their
services with a “one size fits all” approach,
but tailor their services and features to the
type of people they target.

A zoom into the finances of a
Struggling Career Starter

So when developing your PFCs services,
start building your foundation by
understanding your customer base and
the challenges they face daily as well as
occasionally. Take a look at some of our
typical user types and their different needs
and attitudes on the right. We often use
these as a starting point to further delve
into persona building exercises that help
us understand the specific user types for a
business.

Olivia - Nurse, 23 Years Old
Olivia(1) is a staff nurse in

9%

£150 Pet Care

Nottingham, England. She

9%

£150 Overdraft Repayment

12%

£200 Food (eating in & out)

27%

£445 Pleasure
(holidays, beauty, etc)

43%

£705 Rent

earns £22,000 after tax.
Olivia shares a room with
her partner with her partner,
halving the living costs to
make rent affordable.
Olivia doesn’t have kids, but
does have a dog. Keeping
this “fur baby” costs more
than she thought.

(1) Cosmopolitan Magazine UK
Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Young Wiz Kid

High disposable
money
City dweller

Financially Savvy

Self-employed

The Affluent Professional

• Fast-paced lifestyle

High income job

• Little understanding of
financial wellbeing

Outer city living

• Little to no future planning

Senior position at
blue chip company

• Spends without tracking

• Multiple financial
commitments (mortgage,
children)
• On top of finances but
lacks future planning
• Beginner investor

How can you help them identify the best ways to use their

How can you help them find ways to make the most out of

money and inspire them to plan for the future?

their idle money?

Struggling Career Starter

Fun Loving Spenders

Low temporary
salary

• Seeks guidance to make
their money stretch

Living at home with
parents

• Spare money spent
socialising

Interning to find a
way onto the ladder

• Very aware of their student
debt

High pay, long hours, • Experience seeker
high-stress work
• Don’t tend to know their
City dwellers
bank balance
Start-up

• Doesn’t want to feel
financially restricted

How can you help them get started on their savings journey,

How can you help them make the right financial choices for

even if it looks like they have no money to spare?

their future now?

Financial Stability
Copyright © 2020 Virtusa Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 11
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Competitor
Landscape
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Open Banking enables the global PFC market
PFCs have existed for a number of years without Open Banking. However, the standards associated with Open Banking make
it far easier for consumers to use data from their bank accounts with third party tools and apps. In this way we can see the
expansion of the Open Banking movement as a key enabler of the rise of PFCs across the world. It is worth noting that not all
countries are embracing Open Banking in the same way, or at the same speed, which will naturally impact the adoption of PFCs
in that market.

Australia

EU

Hong Kong

Japan

The Consumer Data

The PSD2 directive has been

The Monetary Authority of

Japan has taken a soft

Right (CDR) regulations, a

implemented in 27 countries

Hong Kong has taken first

approach to Open Banking

mandatory implementation

for cash accounts and

steps by publishing a detailed

and the regulatory authorities

for the four major Australian

payment initiation.

report that covers API

have allowed for a flexible

standards and protocols as

timeframe for implementation.

well as recommendations and

A notable difference to the EU

an implementation schedule

approach is that Japan allows

for an open API ecosystem.

banks to charge for Open

banks is scheduled for July
2020. Consumers will have
control of their Credit and

N26

Numbrs

Grip (Amro)

Debit card, transaction and
deposit data.

Banking and PSD2 services.
Gini

Moneytree

Moneytree

MYTHEO

Zaim

India

Israel

Nigeria

New Zealand

The National Payments

The Bank of Israel has

Open Banking standards

Payments NZ API Centre

Corporation of India has

published guidelines for the

in Nigeria is led by the not

launched in 2019, allowing

launched their “Unified

implementation of Open

for profit Open Technology

banks and third parties to form

Payments Interface” (UPI),

Banking. These guidelines

foundation (OTF). The

safe and secure partnerships.

an instant real-time payment

require banks and credit

foundation is working together

Two APIs, Payment Initiation

system. 30 banks currently

card companies to provide

with financial institutions

and Account Information are

offer UPI payment apps/

licenced third parties with

across the country to create

live.

services to their customers.

access to customer accounts

API standards to drive

to obtain information and

innovation and help increase

execute transactions.

financial inclusion.

MyFinanda

Lidya

Kuvera

Walnut

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Pocketsmith

Regulatory Mandatory

Regulatory Guideline

Market-Led
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Continued from previous page

Singapore

South Africa

United Kingdom

The Monetary Authority

South Africa has a strictly

of Singapore granted five

regulated Financial market

digital banking licenses to

therefore it is expected that it

third-parties in 2018 and

will be a laggard in adopting

recently has been creating API

Open Banking. However,

standards for the Financial

banks such as Nedbank have

Industry API Register

been creating a market-led

alongside the Association of

approach and released APIs

Banks in Singapore (ABS).

matching the Open Banking

Payment cash accounts
offered to customers via
digital banking are now
required to offer APIs as
a new channel to access
customer data. Moreover,
banks need to offer APIs
to regulated Third parties,
for initiating payment
transactions on their
customers’ behalf. All such
actions can only be executed
if the customer’s consent has
been obtained.

technical standards.
Seedly

22seven

Plum

Chip

Curve

Brazil

Canada

Mexico

United States

The Central Bank of Brazil

The Department of Finance

The Mexican Financial

NACHA’s API Standardization

(BCB) is pushing for Open

Canada started its Open

regulator the National Banking

Program (Afinis

Banking legislation to

Banking journey in 2018

& Securities Commission has

Interoperability Standards)

create opportunities for

setting up an Advisory

delayed the Open Banking

late 2017; CFPB Outlines

new entrants. It is expected

Committee. However, it is slow

regulation release until Q1

Principles For Consumer-

that new legislation will be

moving and has only entered

2021 after disputes in Fintech

Authorized Financial Data

passed at the government

its second phase review of

law between banks and

Sharing and Aggregation.

level in 2021. This would

Open Banking due to market

Fintechs.

allow banking customers’

consultation and security

discretion as far as their own

issues.

Moneytree
Albo

data is concerned, through
the opening and integration of
platforms.

Olivia

Guiabolso

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Mogo

EQ Bank

Acorn

Clarity
Money

Regulatory Mandatory

Regulatory Guideline

Market-Led
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Types of PFCs
The PFC market has experienced an influx of
new players, fuelled not only by the opportunities
presented by Open Banking and the resulting
fight for the customer relationship, but by
the lower barriers to entry, with social media
marketing and app stores making it easier to
reach customers.

Traditional Banks

Due to this, we see not only new entrants to the
PFC field, but a multitude of new PFC categories
being created to fit different business models and
different types of customer needs.

Traditional banks are starting to introduce PFC
services into their retail offerings. We also note
that some banks are trying to weave their advisory
tactics into their remaining branch network, in an
effort to gain competitive advantage from an asset
that neobanks don’t have.
Examples: NatWest | Barclays’ Money Mentors |
HSBC Premier | Goldman Sachs’ Clarity Money

Challenger Banks

Traditional PFCs

Many challenger banks started their lives as PFCs

Traditional PFCs existed long before the advent of

before gaining a banking licence, hence they are

Open Banking. They can be as rudimentary as an

front-runners when it comes to offering account

Excel sheet requiring the user to manually enter

complementing digital PFC services.

their spending. In a digital age, these services will
likely become less prevalent.

Examples: Monzo | Starling | N26

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Examples: Mint | Yodlee

Aggregators

Specialized PFCs

An aggregator typically utilizes Open Banking to

In an oversaturated sea of PFCs, we see numerous

receive account information for multiple accounts

smaller, Specialized PFCs carving out a specific

the user may have. This means a user can gain a

niche in the market to differentiate themselves

holistic view of their finances, including debit and

from the crowd.

credit cards, for a better understanding of their
income and expenditure.
Examples: Yolt | Oval | Curve

Investment Services

Examples: Toucan | Digit

Budgeting Tools

Investment services help users grow their money.

Budgeting tools help users to escape cheque-to-

Some services (Investment Platforms) give the

cheque living and set aside money for their goals

user control to trade in stock, bonds etc, whilst

or unexpected expenses. They teach the user

others (Robo-Investors) use AI to invest for the

best financial practices.

user.
Examples: Acorns | Robinhood | Plum | Chip

Examples: YNAB | Kuvera | Planto

Copyright © 2020 Virtusa Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 19

Competitor Landscape
Specialized PFC

Toucan

The Toucan PFC provides help for those either
struggling with money matters, or who have a
carer who manages their finances for them. The
system allows users to nominate a buddy who is
alerted if thresholds are breached. Buddies are
then prompted to contact the user, providing a
second, human level of behavioral coaching.

Key Features:
- Mark behavior to look out for
- Money buddy
- Spending monitoring

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Target Customer Groups:
Toucan is designed for the financially vulnerable,
with a particular focus on older demographics.

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
By messaging a friend, Toucan is tapping into the
need for human connection and trust to tackle a
significant topic.
Having the ability to self-enrol in the process
and select the behaviors they wish to avoid
strengthens the user’s self-awareness.

Key takeaways:
While AI is taking over many routine financial
tasks, money is still a topic that is highly related
to emotion. Introducing a human element into a
service offering is a strong competitive advantage
in a market that is focusing mainly on digital.

Copyright © 2020 Virtusa Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 21

Competitor Landscape
Specialized PFC

Digit

Target Customer Groups:

Key Features:

what customers have “left-to-save” after

Digit defines it’s user group by choosing a need

- Left-to-safe calculation

subtracting upcoming bills and expected

rather than a demographic group: anyone who

- Automated saving

purchases from their account balance, and

needs some help saving money in an organized

- Goal-based saving

distributes this sum onto user defined pots of

way.

- Credit card pay off

Digit keeps things simple by only focusing on
savings. The application uses AI to determine

things they are saving for. Their “no overdraft

- 1% Savings Bonus

guarantee” gives users peace of mind.

- Overdraft Prevention

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
By automating the process of choosing how much
to save and when, Digit removes the burden of
action from the user and, consequently, one of the
main barriers to saving money: apathy.
The 1% savings bonus presents an additional
incentive to use Digit as a primary savings tool.
Even though the amount may be small, it equates
to earning money for doing quite literally nothing.

Key takeaways:
Focusing on one area and doing this very well
proves to be a stronger value proposition than
feature-overkill.
Digit tackles the specific hurdle of trusting AI
with your money. The startup has a no overdraft
guarantee (Digit pays any overdraft fee, should
they save too much), this tactic builds consumer
confidence and trust encouraging adoption.
FDIC (Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation)
insurance presents an additional safety net, which
lowers the barrier to handing one’s finances over
to an AI powered app.
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Competitor Landscape
Budgeting Tool

YNAB

YNAB (short for You Need A Budget) is a US
budgeting software that has been around since

Target Customer Groups:

2004 - predating the Open Banking movement.

YNAB is built for people who struggle to keep a

The application is focused on guiding people

budget, live paycheck to paycheck and need help

towards better financial behaviors and build

with basic rules around money management.

around a set of rules to teach people spend and
save better.

Key Features:
- Budgeting
- Goal setting
- Spending reports
- Live workshops
- Human advisors (email)
- Collaborative saving

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
YNAB is strong on actively teaching its users
better financial behaviors. The functions of
the app, and even the monthly workshops are
based on YNAB’s four fundamental rules, which
is designed to put the customer on a learning
journey with the app.

Key takeaways:
The strategy behind YNAB’s four rules is to help
customers understand what they need to do and
why. Furthermore, by connecting the features to
a simple and established method, YNAB builds
trust through transparency.
By breaking up savings topics and demonstrating
that time does not have to be a constraining
factor when planning one’s financial future
(they, for instance, offer information for people
who have 5 minutes, a lunch break and an
evening without Netflix), YNAB makes finance
approachable.
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Competitor Landscape
Investment PFCs

Acorns

Acorns specializes in micro-investing and roboinvesting, providing customers with features

Target Customer Groups:

that help them to invest, save and spend more

By making it simple and cheap, Acorn serves

efficiently. The Smarter Spending functionality

customers who may not traditionally consider

adds a current account feature while the other

investment an option. Their bright yet non-

two features simply connect with the user’s

gimmicky branding speaks to a wide audience.

existing account. They offer three feature-based
pricing tiers of $1, $2 and $3 a month. With their
investment function, customers automatically
invest in a low-cost, diversified portfolio of
exchange-traded funds. As of 2019, Acorns had
over 4.5 million users and over $1.2 billion in
assets under management.

Key Features:
- Auto-saving
- Auto-investing
- Cashback from partners
can be auto-invested
- Retirement saving
- Round-ups saving
- Education and tips blog

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
Similar to other PFCs, Acorns “does the hard

This double approach of helping where there is a

work for you” by automating micro tasks to

lack of knowledge or motivation, in combination

improve the customer’s financial situation. This

with the opportunity to learn and grow, helps

is complemented by extensive educational

Acorns shape and improve short-term as well as

initiatives (see the “grow” section on the app),

long-term customer behaviors.

which schools customers in all things finance to
help them make better decisions for the future.

Key takeaways:
Acorns differentiates its application through a well
structured and reduced offering: three key feature
areas make it easy for customers to understand
and buy into Acorns’ value proposition.
The combination of automation tools and
“teaching customers how to fish” makes Acorns’
solution a behaviorally sustainable choice as it
facilitates immediate action while fostering longterm change.
A visual language that is playful, yet simple and
clear, helps Acorns connect to a wide audience,
and communicate trustworthiness and stability distinguishing it from the traditional banks.
Copyright © 2020 Virtusa Corporation. All Rights Reserved. 27

Competitor Landscape
Investment PFCs

Plum

Plum positions itself as an AI assistant to its
customers. As an assistant, the chatbot-driven

Target Customer Groups:

app automatically sets aside “safe to save” money

Plum targets customers who are doing ok but

for them whilst keeping an intelligent eye on their

need some help to keep track and make the most

bills. Plum’s investment service automatically

out of their money.

invests in themes that the customer is interested
in (such as “clean & green”, “rising stars”, “tech
giants” etc). Using a conversational interface,
users can chat to their assistant to track their
spending. Plum has built its service using the
MangoPay platform.

Key Features:
- Auto-saving
- AI investing
- Bill switch
- Spending breakdown
- Conversational interface

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
Plum uses a conversational interface and its
integration with Facebook Messenger to build on
existing customer behaviors and introduce a casual
tone to financial conversations.

Key takeaways:
Plum’s mission to improve its customers’ finances
is front and center in its messaging, and features
are clearly built around this value proposition.
The chatbot-driven experience makes interactions
quick and easy to carry out and appeals to a
digital native generation.
Again, the emphasis on automating tedious tasks
and generating benefits, without the customer
having to incur risk, creates a strong selling point.
In Plum’s hands, saving and investing are made
painless and almost invisible to the customer’s
eye.
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Competitor Landscape
Aggregator

Mint

Intuit-owned Mint is a free Personal Finance
Coach with more than 20 million users. As an

Target Customer Groups:

aggregator app, Mint allows users to connect

Mint casts its net wide with general tools that

cards and accounts and track their spending

don’t focus on financial challenges but can be

and balances in a single place. Mint also offer

of use to people in different financial situations.

investment services, loan quotes and free credit

Mint’s toned-down and simple branding style

score checks to its users.

echoes this approach.

Key Features:
- Budgeting
- Account aggregation
- Spending breakdown
- Bill reminders
- Credit check
- Loan quotes
- Investment services
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Approach to changing
financial behavior:
As Mint caters to a wide-ranging audience, it
does not actively try to influence user behavior or
adherence to best practices. Instead, behavioral
change is expected to happen organically from the
practice of regularly engaging with one’s finances.

Key takeaways:
Rather than focusing on a specific customer
niche, Mint’s generic app offers a good set of core
money management functionalities presented
in a clear and simple way. It lacks the coaching
element seen in true PFCs, but does evaluate
investment best-buys.
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Competitor Landscape
Aggregator

Curve

Curve offers customers to connect all of their
payment cards to a single card and app, making

Target Customer Groups:

it easier for multi-banked customers to keep

Curve targets multi-banked people who hold

an overview of their spending and reduce the

several debit and credit cards from traditional as

number of cards they carry on a daily basis.

well as challenger banks.

Key Features:
- Account aggregation
- Spending breakdown
- Cashback from partners
- Connecting all cards into one
- Money transfers without FX fees
- Tax bill loans
- Card freeze
- Customer protection for purchases
- No fee international spending
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Approach to changing
financial behavior:
In contrast with other aggregators, Curve plays
on the convenience of unifying all cards into one,
rather than actively changing people’s financial
behaviors. Seeing all of one’s finances in one
place may arguably impact on financial behavior
nevertheless.

Key takeaways:
Curve differentiates itself from other aggregators
through its card consolidation feature. In a highly
saturated market, unique features pull customer
interest. Curve’s value proposition is based on
real customer insight: having observed people’s
tendencies to multi-bank, the company solves the
real world issue of “cardoverload” for users .
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Competitor Landscape
Traditional Banks

Clarity Money

Clarity Money is backed by Goldman Sachs’
digital bank, Marcus. The app lets customers

Target Customer Groups:

connect their banks accounts and payment cards

By branding its PFC as a separate, younger,

and then uses AI to analyze spending behavior

business, Goldman Sachs’ opened up to a wider

and identify opportunities to save money and

audience, making sure that they stay competitive

automatically suggest budgets based on weekly

in the market.

spending across accounts. Users are also able
to open a Marcus savings account through the
Clarity app.

Key Features:
- Spending categorization
- Budgeting
- Automatic budget planner
- Goal based saving
- Subscription cancelling
- Saving recommendations
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Approach to changing
financial behavior:
Clarity utilizes AI to make it easier for users to
identify a realistic budget and by that take the first
step towards better financial behavior for them.
Similar to what other apps offer, goal setting aides
in making aspirations tangible.

Key takeaways:
Goldman’s move of introducing an app that is
accessible not only to their account holders but
anyone, opens their offering up to a wider market
and creates an additional conversion channel for
potential new customers as they have the ability
to open an account seamlessly through the Clarity
Money app. Convenience and simplicity of the
user journey are key here.
Many banks are still struggling to take advantage
of Open Banking, as the value proposition of “all
your information in one place” by itself is not
convincing enough for customers to share the
full picture of their finances. By converting data
into useful and actionable advice, Clarity shows
customers the value of adding their different bank
accounts.
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Competitor Landscape
Traditional Banks

Barclays Money Mentors
Target Customer Groups:

Key Features:

them with any questions they may have about

Barclays’ Money Mentors is a service open

- Face-to-face meetings

finance. The 45 minute fact finding sessions are

to anyone, but the language and branding is

- Video calls

conducted face-to-face, over video or phone call.

particularly tailored to millennials who have

- Phone calls

The sessions focus on understanding customer

questions about getting their finances is shape

- Easy to follow guides

goals and identifying areas in which they may

and reach financial goals.

Barclays’ Money Mentor service connects
customers with dedicated mentors who help

need advice, and end with the creation of an
action plan for the customer.
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Approach to changing
financial behavior:
Barclays aims to change its customer’s behavior
by building an action plan of things to do and
change with them. While this is a good foundation
to start with, action plans require regular checkins and incentives to help customers stick to their
plans and achieve their objectives.

Key takeaways:
Barclays strongly bases their PFC service on
the human factor, placing their experts front and
centre. For difficult financial conversations, a
human point of contact can be reassuring easier
to communicate with. Concurrently, a casual
conversation with a person can unearth details
about a customer’s life that are relevant to their
financial situation but that may be overlooked
if the customer takes an app-based selfassessment.
For calculators and planning applications (e.g. for
mortgages), it directs them to services like Gov.uk,
Citizens Advice or the debt charity Step Change.
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Competitor Landscape
Challenger Bank

Monzo

With more than 3 million registered users and
55,000 new people signing up every week, Monzo
is one of the most established challenger banks
within the UK. The digital only bank has a truly
customer centric approach and has pioneered
many features that are now being adopted by
banks, such as card freezing and spending
categorization. Many UK banks use Monzo as a
guiding star of what to strive to when building
their digital capabilities.

Key Features:
- Spending categorization
- Budgeting
- Savings pots (earning interest & lockable)
- Shared tabs
- Round-ups saving
- Online Community
- ‘Agony Aunt’

Virtusa xLabs PFC Playbook

Target Customer Groups:
While Monzo does not exclude any type of
customer from their offering, the majority (72%) of
their customer base is aged between 18 and 34.
They have launched a separate account offering
for 16-17 year olds, which blocks certain expenses
that are illegal for under 18s, such as gambling.

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
Monzo offers customers pro-active insights, in
the form of push notifications, to keep customers
engaged continuously. Interestingly, customers
also receive encouraging messages, reinforcing
good behaviors, as well as warnings when things
don’t go as well. Messages about shortfalls come
with advice on how to improve.
Images on pots help with visualising goals making
them feel more tangible. To introduce some extra
friction when people feel tempted to spend their
savings, saving pots are lockable until a certain
date.

Key takeaways:
Monzo seems to always be one step ahead of
traditional banks when introducing new features
as their lack of legacy systems and customer
centric rather than bank centric approach, means
that services and products are designed around
customer needs rather than bank objectives.
The challenger bank’s no-nonsene approach to
communication offers customers a refreshing
change, as terms and conditions are laid out for
them to easily understand. This strengthens trust
as it communicates “we have nothing to hide”.
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Competitor Landscape
Challenger Bank

Starling

While Starling has mastered what is seen as
“the basics” of digital banking and PFCs (such
as spending categorization, budgeting, goal
based savings etc.), what differentiates Starling
is their marketplace. The marketplace gives
users the ability to pick and choose from a range
of financial service products to supplement
Starling’s PFC offering and make it more
personalized to the customer’s financial needs.

Key Features:
- Market Place
- Business account
- Spending categorization
- Budgeting
- Goal-based saving
- Shared tabs
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Target Customer Groups:
Besides customers looking for a rich digital
current account, Starling has a strong offering
for business customers. With a more toned down
brand identity, Starling is seen as “the grown-up
challenger” (Wired) and its marketing material
frequently features more mature audiences rather
than Millennials.

Approach to changing
financial behavior:
Goal-based saving with personalized images is
used to help people save with a purpose in mind
and progress bars help visualise the journey and
successes.

Key takeaways:
In the market of challenger banks Starling scores
as being the closest to a “traditional” bank
and aims to offer a sense a sense of reliability
and trust that other startups with more playful
branding may not project. In a saturated market,
knowing your focus area and target customer
base is key to standing out of the crowd.
The integration of an App store like marketplace
brings the opportunity of opening up near
unlimited value added services that complement
Starling’s core offering, without the bank having
to develop these themselves.
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PFC Value Drivers
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life goals“
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“Give me insights on my
Financial Health“

“Provide me
ongoing
coaching”

Protection against
the unexpected

“Show me a view of
my whole finances“
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“Help me build an
action plan“

Give me insights on my Financial Health
Tips, a service within Russian Sberbanks app, uses artificial intelligence
to predict future spending of its users. Providing a predictive rather than
reactive PFC.

Provide me ongoing coaching
NOMI is an mobile app from Royal Bank of Canada, which uses predictive
analytics and aggregation of banking activity to provide a tailored monthly
budget based on customer behavior.

Help me build an action plan
UK challenger bank Tandem, released an auto-saving savings account using
round ups and machine learning to hold money transferred from the users
other banking accounts. Tandem pays 0.5% interest on the money in the
savings account, making goals easier to achieve.

Show me a view of my whole finances
Insights a PFC service from Metro Bank, uses artificial intelligence to
monitor real-time transactions checking for unnecessary charges. It uses
the aggregated data based on a users spending habits, to provide advice
and tips for their customers.

Understand my life goals
BMO, Rabobank and PostFinance keep in touch with their customers: they
have focus groups to improve their PFC categorization algorithm.
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Why Should a Bank implement a PFC?

Defend Market
Position

Improve NPS/
Loyalty

Boost Revenue
Generation

• PFC generates valuable customer

• PFC gives customers a heightened

differentiate their brand and create

data, which in turn creates cross

sense of convenience, simplicity

new valuable services for their

and up-sell opportunities.

and organization.

• Banks see PFC as a tool to

customers.
• Stop third party standalone PFC
providers from stealing their
customer interactions.
• Catch up with competitor banks
who have already adopted PFC.

• Marketers gain more insight into
customer needs and wants.
• Migrate financial advice out of
branches and into digital channels.
• Including savings and loans

• Help customers to set and achieve
their personal financial goals.
• Province customers full
transparency and awareness of
their income and spending, enabling

business units in online banking

them to manage their finances

enables consumers to apply for new

independently.

financial products online.

• 9 out of 10 users say they would
recommend a PFC to others.

• Annual customer retention rates are
98% among PFC users.

• Active PFC users increase their
total number of accounts (current,

• 76% of users say they have better

• 25% of PFC users say that they’re

savings, credit card) by on average

control over their finances thanks

less likely to close their accounts

19.4% after using PFC for one year.

to PFC.
• Over 80% of users are “pleased” or
“highly pleased” with PFC.
• 88% of users say they will use PFC
regularly in the future.

and switch to another bank.
• PFC at least doubles the time spent
in online banking.

• PFC users on average opened 4
times as many financial products as
customers without PFC

• PFC users visit bank’s website twice
as often.

All figures: Finextra
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Defend Market
Position

Boost Revenue
Generation

Improve NPS/
Loyalty
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Service Heroes
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Service Hero Overview
Big Data
By gathering and analyzing data that users generate, Vitality, Duolingo and
Omada use feedback loops to improve their service. Vitality can provide
better pricing models and Duolingo and Omada can provide a scientifically
improved experience for their customers.

Community
Couch to 5K (C25K) and Strava have active communities to stimulate,
encourage and congratulate friends on their path to a healthier life via
fitness. The community reinforces good behaviors.

Human Coach
To implement Human Coaches into a service is expensive, however, when
integrated into a service they can offer empathy, which a purely digital
service might lack especially in sensitive areas that Omada is tackling such
as diabetes.

Tech Aided Experiences
Technology can distract users from their goals, however, when used in
parallel with their lifestyle it can help them achieve more. Omada’s smart
weighing scale removes the barrier to measuring weight and the iWatch with
Vitality displays the data behind the benefits of healthy living.

Gamification
Gamification isn’t new in services but it is still a powerful driver when used
creatively and correctly, such as Duolingo does.
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Big Data

Community

Human Coach

Tech Aided Experiences

Gamification
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Vitality Health

#Gamification

“Changing health and life insurance
for good.”
Service overview

Key PFC takeaways

Vitality Health provides private healthcare in the

1.

Partnerships

UK. It has a proactive insurance approach by

For customers to fully commit to changing

offering its customers products or offers to help

their lifestyle behaviors, the rewards have

them become healthy so they face less medical

to match their expectations. At Vitality,

treatment in later life.

it has existing partnerships with Apple,
Amazon Prime, Ocado, Virgin Active, Garmin,

Vitality is an early adopter in technology by

Starbucks and more. With the extensive

offering discounted iWatches and using the

selection, customers likely to find something

subsequent data to better inform its insurance

that motivates them.

policy and pricing.
2.

Innovation Uptake
Vitality is the world’s first health insurer to
use data analytics to incentivize users to
live healthier. In an industry that typically
paid for sickness, Vitality used innovative
methods to pay for wellness instead. Various
competitors use the iWatch as a tool to
measure healthiness, such as Aetna, United
Healthcare and Devoted Health.
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Use of behavioral change

Vitality Points

Enhanced User Experience

Creating a New Healthy Habit

Long Term Loss Aversion

Vitality’s insurance offering presents

A Vitality customer can receive

A Vitality customer can pay £159

a much richer and more engaging

rewards for good short-term

upfront for an Apple iWatch. Over

experience for customers when they

behavioral traits. If they walk 12,500

24 months, the user pays Vitality

opt in for the iWatch. Customers

steps, two times in a given week, they

between £0 - £10 per month

receive instant feedback and rewards

receive a free coffee (Starbucks).

depending on how much exercise

on their latest activity and can access

If they repeat this behavior the

they do. This provides an incentive for

their historic activity data on the

following week they receive a free

the user to continue practising good

Vitality app. This user-friendly method

cinema ticket (Cineworld). The short-

behaviors for a sustained period. It is

was proven to increase physical

term goals provide enough incentive

an example of using loss aversion to

activity levels by 34% in a study

to start customers on a healthier path.

motivate people as the user doesn’t

across the UK, USA and South Africa.

want to lose the £10 a month for not
exercising.
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Duolingo

#Gamification

“Learn a language in just 5 minutes a
day. For free.”
Service overview

Key PFC takeaways

Duolingo is the world’s most popular way to

1.

Creating Unique Data Solutions

learn languages online with over 300 million

Duolingo created its own ‘memory curve’ to

users. Duolingo is a free science-based language

help users remember vocabulary.

education platform that has organically become

The ‘Student Model’ tracks every word

the most popular way to learn languages online.

presented to users and their answer. Using
Artificial Intelligence, it can predict the

Duolingo splits languages up into bite-sized

likelihood a user will remember a word at any

chunks so the customer isn’t overwhelmed. It

stage.

is a ‘freemuim’ service provider where paying

Data analysis is its big differential in the

members can access ad-free, personalized

market, the formulas created have been

grading and more benefits.

published in journals and are scientifically
proven to work.
2.

Understand the Key Problem
Duolingo’s CEO understands learning
a language is “not a sprint. If you sprint
you will forget everything.” Therefore, by
understanding its core product, everything
Duolingo does nudges the user to incorporate
the app into a long-term daily routine.
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Use of behavioral change

Goal-setting & Nudges

Pledging (Loss Aversion)

Gamification

Users can specify how much they

Users are encouraged after

A users journey to learn a language

would like to learn a day. Importantly,

completing a daily goal to pledge 50

is heavily gamified. On completing a

they choose rather than being told.

gems to continue their ‘streak’ for six

task you are congratulated by an owl

If they haven’t completed their set

more days. If they succeed they gain

avatar. You also receive ‘xp’ which

tasks they get nudges in the form of

100 gems whilst if they fail they lose

can be used as a currency to buy

notifications to continue engagement.

the 50 pledged gems. This system

restricted content. You can only take

plays on the understanding that

the courses in your skill level which

humans prefer to avoid losing money

drives the user to complete more

rather than make the equivalent gains.

lessons. On mastering content you
receive a crown
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Couch to 5k

#Community

“No pain, no gain.
No pain, no pain!”
Service overview

Key PFC takeaways

Couch to 5K (C25K), is a UK based running plan

1.

Make the Unbelievable Goal Believable

to help those with little or no experience, run five

Couch to 5K’s goal of helping users to run

kilometres. C25K is an app driven experience,

5K may seem to some like an unachievable

during the plan the user receives guidance on

dream. By having a bite-sized process, it

when and how to complete their training via a

breaks down the end goal into manageable

coach.

pieces. The first week of training involves as
little as 60 seconds of running.

The plan involves three runs a week, with a day
of rest in between, and a different schedule for

2.

A Proactive Community

each of the nine weeks. The plan can be modified

C25K integrates the HealthUnlocked

depending on the type of user and their fitness

community into the app. It allows users

and ability starting the scheme.

to post their runs, ask for advice or just
converse with similar people in a forum. The
community integration provides users with
extrinsic motivation to continue on their own
C25K plans.
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Use of behavioral change

Evidence-based Emotion Tracking

Meaningful Personalization

Aftercare for Sustained Change

C25K asks users to rate their

C25K asks the user at the beginning

Once a user has completed their

emotions before and after a run.

to add goals which groups them into a

couch to 5k program, their goal is

The data gathered is then used as

community of like-minded people so

finished.

motivation to keep engagement in

as to provide extrinsic motivation.

the plan, as the majority of users feel

Furthermore, users may personalize

However, C25K, aims to cement the

better after their exercises.

their behavior by choosing a “coach”

good behavior shown during the

ranging from past athletes (Michael

program by suggesting podcasts,

It is also a method to highlight the

Johnson) or comedians (Sarah

local running clubs, tutorials or a

mental benefits of running.

Millican). The aim is that a user can

totally new fitness activity.

relate to the coach and reduce
drop-out rates.
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Omada

#HumanCoach

“Changing lives, one small habit
at a time”
Service overview

Key PFC takeaways

Omada empowers people across the chronic

1.

Changing One Habit at a Time

disease spectrum (prediabetes, type 2 diabetes,

Omada uses its marketing, risk screener and

hypertension, high cholesterol) to set and reach

initial engagement to flag that the process

their health goals.

to remission of diabetes is slow. By setting
expectations at the start they can build a

It runs a digital health service allowing Americans

healthier lifestyle one habit at a time.

to receive treatment from their homes. Omada
receives reimbursement from the US Government

2.

Predictive Behavior

for its online diabetes prevention program. It

From Omada’s mass data collection, it

claims to have 85,000 users and only makes

focusses on users’ sustained engagement

money by participating and achieving

behaviors “its meaningful when participants

clinically meaningful outcomes.

build streaks to build habits.” Its data
utilization is holistic too: it uses multiple data
points to try to quantify why a user hasn’t
opened the app or logged their weight.
Omada can use this data to predict the user’s
engagement rate before it drops.
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Use of behavioral change

Path of Least Resistance

Intrinsic Motivation

Empathetic Human Coach

An Omada healthcare user receives

Omada believes behavioral change

After the initial questionnaire, a

a smart scale as part of the health

is more beneficial when the drive

participant is partnered with a human

package. The scale sends the user’s

comes from within. Getting a reward

coach that matches their personality.

weight directly to their app and

for losing weight may work in the

They have the empathy to understand

coach. This removes the barrier

short-term but to keep diabetes in a

why a participant may have regressed

of having to buy a scale and enter

remissive state it has to work long-

from their plans.

their weight into the app every day,

term (years). Omada looks for clues

For Omada, coaches are “as

allowing for more accurate coaching.

in the onboarding to find what may

important to our program, and our

be the drivers for change, which the

participants’ success, as any line of

coaches use as motivators to support

code”.

the user’s life goals.
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Strava

#Community

“Building the home for your
active life”
Service overview

Key PFC takeaways

Strava is used by millions of cyclists, runners and

1.

Community

walkers to record their exercise activities. The

An active community brings users back to

stored exercises provide an aggregated overview

Strava again and again via notifications of

of statistics, which can be used to measure

friends’ activities, keeping the app relevant.

performance over time. Strava has a social

Furthermore, unlike purely online-social

community, after uploading an activity, friends can

apps like Twitter, the social-fitness nature

comment and like the post which appears on their

of Strava’s community keeps content

feed.

predominantly fitnessed focussed, this
means it can be a safe place to post and

Strava is a “freemium” service offering additional

share on the internet.

features such as “beacon” which shares a live
location with another person when exercising.

2.

Brand Association

Strava is inclusive, allowing a range of athletes

Users on Strava have coined the phrase “If

from amateurs to professionals to gain an

it’s not on Strava it didn’t happen”. Whether it

overview of their previous exercise.

is a positive or negative behavioral trait from
users, is debatable, but it proves how Strava
has made itself synonymous with cycling and
how the average cyclist cycles. It is ingrained
in their behavior.
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Use of behavioral change

Stats-based Intrinsic Motivators

Community Extrinsic Motivators

Social Gratification (confirmation)

Users that record an activity on Strava

When a user records an activity it also

After a user uploads an activity, other

will get statistics on completion. The

saves their data and compares it to

users can comment or add “kudos”

statistics are compared with previous

other athletes. It can compare real-

(a like). This confirmation of a user’s

activities, for example, “second

time activities, like cyclists on their

good behavior encourages them to

fastest 10k” cycled. From these

daily commutes. Or it can compare

continue to exercise and earn more

statistics a user can try and beat their

users on specific routes, for example,

social kudos. This is a online social

earlier stats to improve their fitness

“165th fastest run over the Golden

dynamic is credited to Instagram.

and skills.

Gate bridge”. Users can look at the
leaderboards and try and move up
them.
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Changing Financial
Behavior
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Changing Financial Behavior: The Hooked Model

Motivation

Ability

User

Action

Investment
Variable
Reward
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Trigger

Encouraging repetitive action through the
Hooked Model
In order to encourage people to perform actions (and display behaviors by
continuously repeating the action over time), Professor BJ Fogg of Stanford
University has created a behavioral change framework that looks at the
combination of triggers, motivation and ability to encourage action.
The Hooked Model, defined by Nir Eyal, builds upon the Fogg Behavior
framework and describes how to use effective triggers to build habits.
Eyal adds two steps that are integral to setting the scene for repetition
after the user takes an initial action: rewards that are variable to keep
the user interested and user investment that will make the next user’s
experience better.
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Changing Financial Behavior: Motivation
Motivation refers to the underlying drivers that move people. More than
increasing motivation, identifying when natural spikes in motivation happen
and matching actions to motivation levels, helps influence behavior.

Sensation

Anticipation

Belonging

As humans, we seek pleasure

On an emotional level people

On the social level of motivation,

and wish to avoid pain. People’s

are driven by seeking hope and

people wish to feel like they

desire for pleasure and rewards

avoiding fear. Hope and the

belong and do not want to feel

makes gamification so effective. If

desire to be part of something

rejected. Providing elements like

you offer badges and points when

meaningful are very strong

social proof and fostering the

users change their behavior, their

motivators, often more so than fear

feeling of belonging to a like-

motivation gets amplified.

and punishment.

minded community that offers
support, help with this.
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Changing Financial Behavior: Ability
Ability refers to a person’s competence to perform a task as well as the
circumstances and the simplicity of the task itself. How easy is it for the
user to do something at a particular moment in time? Simplicity needs
to be especially focused on the person’s scarcest resource. There are six
elements that can help assess the simplicity of a task in its context:

Time: how long it takes

Money: fiscal cost of

Physical effort: the

to complete an action

taking an action

amount of labor
invested in taking an
action

Brain cycles: level of

Social deviance: how

Non-routine: how much

mental effort and focus

accepted a behavior is

the action disrupts

required to take action

by others

existing routines
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Changing Financial Behavior: Triggers
A trigger is a timely prompt that inspires a person to take action when
they are motivated and able. We differentiate between extrinsic triggers
that come from external sources, and intrinsic triggers that a person feels
themselves naturally. New habits usually start with extrinsic triggers and
develop to connect with intrinsic triggers over time.

Extrinsic Triggers

Intrinsic Triggers

These are prompts to an individual from an

These are learned triggers; the information

external source, such as:

about what to do is encoded in memory.

Paid for triggers:

Emotions (even when perceived

Advertising, search engine

subconsciously) are powerful internal triggers.

Earned triggers:

Especially negative feelings like boredom or

Positive press, rankings, viral news

fear drive people to interact with something

Relationship triggers:

that offers relief.

Invitations, word of mouth, “likes”
Owned triggers:
App icon on home screen, notifications,
newsletters
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Changing Financial Behavior: Variable Rewards
The outcome of an action by the customer is the reward. Strong rewards vary
from interaction to interaction to keep customers interested and engaged, but
“only by understanding what truly matters to users can a company correctly
match the right variable reward to their intended behavior” 1. Random rewards
that do not respond to the user’s motivations will not show the desired effect.
Personas and user research help with getting this right.

Rewards of the tribe

Rewards of the hunt

Rewards of the self

These are social rewards like

In some cases, the pursuit of

Rewards of the self build upon

reputation gain or badges to show

something by itself presents the

people’s intrinsic drive for self-

off, which build on an inherent human

reward as biologically the acquisition

fulfilment, improvement and

need to feel accepted, important and

of objects (such as food or supplies)

achievement. This is, for example,

included. Religious groups, spectator

are deeply wired into our brain.

the case when solving a puzzle (the

sports as well as social media

This is the case with in machine

only reward lies in seeing the image

platforms all build upon people’s need

gambling or the endless scrolling and

completed and feeling a sense

for social reinforcement.

discovering of new content on pages

of accomplishment) or levelling

like Pinterest.

up in video games and improving
characters.

1 - Hooked by Nir Eyal http://zsoltbabocsai.org/hooked-book-summary/
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Changing Financial Behavior: User Investment
User investment strengthens the connection someone forms with a new
product or service and should improve the user’s future interactions by
making it more accurate, personalized or simple. When designing the
investment the user should make at this stage there are different behavioral
levers that we can take advantage of.

Example
People feel more
strongly about a
product or service if
they get involved in its
creation

Ask people to
perform an easy task
so they are more
likely to engage in
other tasks later

We irrationally value our efforts. The

We are influenced by consistency

more time and effort people invest in a

bias. People unconsciously seek to

product, the more they value it. This is

be consistent with their past behavior.

also known as the “Ikea effect”: people

Research shows that when people are

feel more love for their furniture as

asked to complete a small, easy task,

they have invested time and effort into

they are more likely to agree to doing

assembling it.

a bigger, more difficult task later on,
than if they are being asked to do the
harder task from the outset.
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“On Twitter, [...] the investment comes
in the form of following another
user. There is no immediate reward
for following someone, no stars or
badges to affirm the action. Following
is an investment in the service, which
increases the likelihood of the user
checking Twitter in the future.”
Excerpt from: Nir Eyal, “Hooked”.
For PFCs this means that the more
information the customer holds in
the app and the more they invest by
customizing, creating a budget or
linking accounts, the more valuable
the application becomes to them.

Changing Financial Behavior: Repetition
Example
“Snapchat’s success can largely be
attributed to the fact that users load
the next trigger every time they use the
service. [...]
Users pass through the investment
phase of the Hook Model each
time they send a selfie, doodle, or
goofy photo. Each photo or video
sent contains an implicit prompt to
respond; the Snapchat interface makes
returning a pic incredibly easy by twice

Statistics show that in 2019, 25% of apps

tapping the original message to reply.

downloaded worldwide were only used once. In

The self-destruct feature encourages

order to form a mental (intrinsic) trigger that is

timely responses, leading to a back-

associated with the PFC in the user’s mind, and

and-forth relay that keeps people

thereby form a habit, the user will have to go

hooked into the service by loading the

through multiple cycles of engaging via en externally

next trigger with each message sent.”

served trigger and experiencing value and reward in

Excerpt from: Nir Eyal, “Hooked”.

the interaction.

PFCs need to identify the right

The investment phase of the previous interaction

moment to engage customers with

should have set up an opportunity to re-engage.

their finances. When is your customer
in a receptive mindset for taking action
with their finances?
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Changing Financial Behavior: The Future Self

The Problem: Imagining the
‘Future Self’
As humans we tend to prioritize the needs and
wishes of our “current self” over our “future self”.
The needs of the current self always seems more
pressing and is tied to instant gratification; the
further into the future we try to look, the more
difficult it gets to imagine and connect to this future
self.
Research demonstrates that the more
psychologically connected people feel between
their present and future selves, the more they
care about the future (for example, planning for
retirement or saving more) and the less they
discount future benefits.
Finding ways to bring people closer to their future
self and longer-term ambitions is the first step to
help them make healthier decisions about their
finances and life choices.
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Two Methods for bringing
people closer to their
future self
Interaction with a visual
depiction of the future
Visualizations of the future self or simply
future goals that people want to achieve,
help make the idea tangible and manifest
it in their minds. If an idea seems realistic
and reachable people feel more motivated
to work towards it.

Listing ways in which
people expect their
current and future
selves to be similar
Illustrating similarities between present and
the future sates, reduces perceived barriers
to the future.
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The Art of the Possible:
Case Studies
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Case Study: Nimbus

Start with the why
Starting with the end
goal of why they are

Helping Millennial achieve
their dreams

saving, changes the
tone of the interaction
and establishes
money as a tool for

Nimbus takes a different approach to banking and
especially saving and product sales by focusing in
the context of the customer’s life.
Saving money is a means to a dream and
Nimbus helps Millennials achieve their dreams
by visualising these dreams and life goals and
connecting them to relevant communities that can
help them take steps that go beyond the financial
aspect.
Dreams can be shared with friend and family
to encourage social saving and regular
encouragement and mile stones create notions of
success even before the end goal is reached.
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achievement.

Joining a community
Connecting customers with a community of people
who are working towards similar goals, does not
only make the dream more present and tangible in
the customer’s life but keeps the momentum going
and provides an ongoing reason to engage with
the application on a regular basis to read and post
updates and gain social rewards.

Open Banking
Adding more different
cards and accounts
improves the quality
of advice offered by
the application and
helps the customer see
where they may have
the opportunity to save
more towards their
dream.

Add on services
By understanding the customer’s goals, the
bank is able to collaborate with third parties
to offer products and services such as travel
insurance or mortgages, that complement
these goals.
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Case Study: Pigby

Choosing a coach
The character driven
approach, “humanises”
the experience and

Managing finances with a
personal coach

makes it easier to
build an emotional
connection.

How do we help people who are struggling to
focus on goals and set budgets to stay in control
of their finances?
Rooted in deep ethnographic research, Pigby
presents a companion that helps customers
understand their financial information and
proactively encourages them to improve it,
through situational clues and occasional
rebuke in combination with helpful advice when
appropriate.
By registering loyalty cards and vouchers, Pigby
can help customers make the most of their
benefits when choosing where to shop.

The Judge-o-meter
Letting people choose
how strictly they wish
to be judged by Pigby,
ensures that people
get the support they
need without being
overbearing for people
who only looks for light
guidance.
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Goal setting
Setting goals and tracking them
makes the objective more tangible by
visualising it and clearly highlighting
any shortcomings.

Earn more, save more, learn more
The “Earn More, Save More, Learn
More” section of the app gives offtrack customers actionable advice that
can help them improve their financial
situation. By suggesting small tasks that
can be done immediately, the daunting
task of getting one’s finances in better
shapes becomes more achievable. Small
successes create momentum for longer
term commitments.

Context based spending advice
By analyzing the customer’s spending
behavior and usage of contextual
information such as time of day and
location, Pigby is able to offer situation
driven advice such as cost friendly
alternatives to lunch options.
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Approaching your
PFC Journey
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PFC Features
The list of features PFCs deliver for their customers is growing. Based on our research the xLabs team
has compiled a list of the current functions delivered by PFCs.
Typically we see PFCs specialising in certain areas of personal finance, targeting a niche rather than
trying to cover the whole spectrum of financing like a “super app” would. As PFCs continue to mature,
Specialized PFCs will begin to encroach on one another and we expect greater competition between
providers, potentially seeing mergers with FinTechs and Banks.

Balance
Features

Financial
Planning Feat.

Micro Finance
Features

Expense
Analysis Feat.

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aggregated view of
multiple balances
(debit, credit, etc)
Visual Breakdown of
monthly expenses
Income and expenses
Consolidate Interest
Pay out
Consolidate Cash
Deposit
Consolidate Credit
Transfer
Consolidate Credit
Card Payment
Consolidate Loan
Consolidate Cash
Withdrawals
Consolidate Debit
Transfer
Calculate Safe Balance
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

List All Accounts
Purpose for the
Goals (car, education,
marriage, etc)
Target Tenure – Start
and end Date
Target Maturity date
Frequency of transfer
Target Amount
Calculate instalment
Amount post with/
without instalment
Subscription analysis
and optimisation

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Select Amount
Calculate round up
Amount
Calculate round up
Percentage
Start date and end day
calculation
Consent Acceptance
OTP Alerts
Record all transactions
– Purchase, ATM, bill
payment, transfers
Calculate Savings
against each purchase
Consolidate Savings

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

View all spends
View category wise
spends
Spending Analysis
basis money in and
money Out
Consolidate and
View yearly, monthly,
weekly, daily spending
based on merchant
category
Consolidated
Safe Balance
Consolidated Financial
Planning
Consolidated Liability
Consolidated Asset

Investment
Features

AI / Auto Saving
Feature

Marketplace
Features

Human/ Branch
Features

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Display of total
investments
Display of total gain/
loss
Display of investment
performance over time
Auto-Investment into AI
or human chosen funds
Self Investment into
AI or human chosen

•
•

•
•

Select saving ‘strength’
(high, medium, low,
etc)
Automatic saving and
transfer from accounts
AI powered saving,
based on previous
spending habits.
Overdraft guarantee
Overdraft refund

•
•

funds.
•

Marketplace of 3rd
party providers,
products such as
mortgages, pensions,
insurance, etc
Partner with service
providers
Utilities
recommendations
(analyze spending
and offer cheaper
providers)
Control finance
services in one place

•

•

•

Financial advise from
real people
Add-on personal
financial services from
a professional to a
automated service
Branch visits to discuss
financial wellbeing
(personal touch)
Personal financial
relationship
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Business Architecture
The building blocks for a PFC change depending on the products user needs.
However the majority have core components in common, below are the main
PFC component categories:

Dashboard

Financial Health
Check

Goal & Planning

My Finances

Goals/Actions
Overview

Goal Initiation

Manage Actions

Income Saving &
Spend

Performance
Indicators

Expenses
Categorization

What If Analysis

Goal Calculators

Investments

Manage Saving
Schedules

Recommendations /
Offers

Manage Goals

Budgeting

Debt

Preferences

Personalized View

Action Plan

Financial Analysis

Golden Rules
Recommendations

AI Driven
Engagement

Accounts List

Account Details

Goal Achieved
Detection

Action Generation

Cash In-Out Flow

Projected
Transactions

Transaction History

Auto Debit Alerts

Expense Planning

Rewards

Fund Transfer

Manage Payees

Fund Availability
Alerts

Action Schedules

Category-based
Transaction

Reports

Protection

Account Management

Configuration

Alerts

Security

Account Statements

Cash Flow Reports

Profile Management

Category Management

Authorization/
Authentication

Spending Trends

Custom Reports

Manage Alerts/
Notifications

App Configurations

OTP Authentication
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Technical Architecture
Depending whether a PFC is a stand-alone product or an integration into a
banking service, effects which technical components are needed for a solution.
Our technical architecture integrates Artificial Intelligence and Cloud capabilities.

Zero Touch Customer Journey

Secure API Gateway
PFC Business Microservices and APIs

API and Data Layer

Organize
Expenses

Budget

Scenario
Forecasting

Goal Setting

PFC Core Services

Alert
Management

Recommendation

Insights

AI Platform - Analytics & Insights

Customer
Account

Goal
Management

Micro Saving

Spend Analysis

Profile
Management

Aggregation

Reporting

Transacting

PFC Database

Speed/Batch Layer

Un/Supervised Learning

Model Development & Deployment

PFC Data Migration
SABB DWH

DevOps and Security
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Virtusa Pre-Built Components
Virtusa has a library of pre-built PFC components, that can be bolted into
and integrated with existing systems. Furthermore, we can develop new
components based on end-user needs.

Engage and draw in customers, nurture
consumer relationship
Enhance customer loyalty, satisfaction
and retention
Cross & up sell - leveraging Open Banking/
connecting multiple customer account
Enable customer perception that banks is
on their side
Reveal new revenue sources/ alerts on
items of high value
Target product offering based on customer
lifestyle and needs, transaction classification
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Financial Health
Check

Dashboard

Analysis

Financial Analysis

Dashboard

Account
Management

Expense
Categorization

Financial Analysis

Account
Management

Alerts

Action Plan

Spend Analysis

Goal Planning

Configuration
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What to
do now?
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Future of the PFC
PFC 1.0
• PFCs accumulate customer data,
third party providers can access and
offer services which reduce cost or
provide better experience for the
customer.
• Likewise with the aggregated data,
customers can apply easily for
banking products online.
• Receive minor financial advice
online rather than having to visit a
branch.

Digital Banking
Experience
• Introduced decades ago at the turn
of the internet revolution.
• Non-customizable
• Features included spend
categorization
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PFC 2.0
• Give customers a heightened sense
of convenience, simplicity and
organization.
• PFCs work towards tailored
financial saving goals, such as a
holiday, and can offer cross-industry
services for the goal such as
insurance.
• Enhanced overview of finances
with multiple cross-bank accounts
including credit cards.

PFC 3.0?
• Will PFCs incorporate advanced
technologies such as blockchain?
• Will the PFC of the future have
sentient AI?
• The PFC of the future might not be
used via a smartphone
• Will the PFC category prove to have
greatest use in underdeveloped
economies?
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How to take action now
For companies considering launching a PFC into an already crowded market
xLabs recommend the following four activities.

1

2

Clarify your position in the
banking value chain

Clarify the human need that
you’re addressing

Do you aspire to own the customer relationship, or

How will you tailor your proposition to differentiate it

will you focus on and dominate one functional niche?

from the competition? Assure that it generates value

This determines whether should build a prime PFC

for customers and is habitually used.

and integrate third party providers, or whether you
offer services as part of an ecosystem PFC.
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3

4

Delivering a PFC: Evaluate
your tech architecture

Start small and validate your
value proposition

Integrating third party solutions and drawing on

Find an MVP use case that delivers value to

external data will help your PFC evolve. Managing

customers in its own right. Pilot this and iteratively

this within a legacy CPE architecture will be

refine it before bolting on additional services.

substantially more difficult that achieving the

Creating a “Me Too” PFC won’t engage customers, or

same thing for cloud native apps with API and

secure follow on funding.

microservices integration layers.
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About Virtusa
Virtusa Corporation (NASDAQ GS: VRTU) is a
global provider of digital business strategy, digital
engineering, and information technology (IT)
services and solutions that help clients change,
disrupt, and unlock new value through innovation
engineering. Virtusa serves Global 2000 companies
in Banking, Financial Services, Insurance,
Healthcare, Communications, Media, Entertainment,
Travel, Manufacturing, and Technology industries.
Virtusa helps clients grow their business with
innovative products and services that create
operational efficiency using digital labor,
future-proof operational and IT platforms, and
rationalization and modernization of IT applications
infrastructure. This is achieved through a unique
approach blending deep contextual expertise,
empowered agile teams, and measurably better
engineering to create holistic solutions that drive
business forward at unparalleled velocity enabled
by a culture of cooperative disruption.
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